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Abstract-This paper analyzes the problem of locating the optimal positions of two 
emergency facilities in the hypothetical township of Rio Ranch0 based on the given 
data of emergency distributions in the township for 1985. To solve this problem, we 
designed two models to estimate the expected response time for a given pair of facility 
locations. One model assumed that the emergencies occurred in the center of the blocks, 
while the other supposed a uniform distribution of emergencies along the streets bor- 
dering the blocks. Both models considered only corners as possible locations for the 
emergency facilities, and neither considered obstacles. However, not accounting for 
the obstacles did not affect the final solutions because the routes from the points chosen 
as the optimal locations would not be lengthened by a consideration of these barriers. 
In the discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of the models, it appears that the 
only serious weakness of the two models is the data upon which both are based. (The 
data may be incomplete since they cover only the year 1985.) Finally. although we 
believe that Model II is the stronger of the two models, we feel that since both give 
the same results, our recommendations for the locations were truly the optimal positions 
for the facilities. 
RESTATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The township of Rio Ranch0 has secured funds to build two emergency facilities in 1986. 
each of which will combine ambulance, fire, and police services. The data in Appendix 
A indicate the demand or number of emergencies per square block for 1985, as well as 
two obstacles: (1) an L region in the northern section of Rio Rancho, and (2) a park with 
a shallow pond in its southern region. An emergency vehicle takes an average of 15 set 
to go one block in the N-S direction and 20 set in the E-W direction. We are to locate 
the optimal locations for the two emergency facilities. 
We have developed two models, The first assumes that the emergencies are concen- 
trated in the center of the block, and the second supposes that the emergencies are uni- 
formly distributed on the streets bordering each block. Initially. in both models, we ignore 
the obstacles. 
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS (Applicable to both models) 
I. The data from 1985 are a valid representation of the distribution of the emergencies 
throughout the township. 
2. The time that it takes for the emergency vehicle to turn corners is negligible. The 
driver will always take the most efficient route with the fewest turns. 
3. A central dispatcher will send out an emergency vehicle from the facility closest to 
the emergency site. 
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4. There will always be a vehicle available at the emergency facility closest to the emer- 
gency site. 
5. The optimal location for the emergency facility will be on an intersection, as the 
vehicle will then be able to begin its path in any direction and will not need to double 
back. 
DESIGN OF MODEL I 
Model I attempts to minimize the expected response time while assuming that the 
emergency occurs in the center of a block and no obstacles exist. (We modelled the 
obstacles as groups of blocks wherein no emergencies occur.) Since we are only consid- 
ering locating emergency facilities on corners, there are only a finite number of possible 
pairs of locations. Thus we need merely to determine the expected response time for each 
pair of locations and choose that pair which gives the smallest expected value. 
For a given pair of facility locations, we determine the average response time just as 
we would compute the expected value of any random variable. For each square block, 
we take the “distance” from the nearest emergency facility to that square block and 
multiply by the probability that an emergency occurs at that square block: we then sum 
these products. By “distance” ue mean the amount of time it takes to travel from the 
emergency facility to the nearest corner of the block where the accident occurred. To 
compute the distance, we placed the given chart on a Cartesian grid with the lower left- 
hand corner corresponding to the point (0, 0) and used the following formula: 
Distance = 1 X’ - X / x 20 + / Y’ - Y 1 x IS - 17.5 
where 
X’ = .r-coordinate of the emergency facility 
X = s-coordinate of the block 
Y’ = y-coordinate of the emergency facility 
Y = y-coordinate of the block. 
It takes I5 set to go one block in the N-S direction and 20 set to go one block in the E- 
W direction. We subtracted 17.5 set because the vehicle will not travel to the center of 
the block, but rather to the corner nearest the emergency facility, thereby shortening the 
trip by IO set in the E-W direction and 7.5 SK in the N-S direction. 
(These procedures are carried out in lines 270 and 180 of the program “Help!” in 
Appendix B. The .. + 2”s appear in these lines of the program because each block is 
indexed in the data array by the coordinate of its SW corner.) 
After computing the distance from each of the two facilities, we simply chose the smaller 
distance (DMIN. line 290 in Appendix B) and multiply by the probability of an accident 
occurring at that square block (W(EX. EY), line 300 in Appendix B). Normally we would 
compute the probability by dividing the number of accidents occurring in 1985 at that 
square block by the total number of accidents in 1985. To avoid making this calculation 
in a deeply nested loop in our program, we instead divided our overall answer (DALL. line 
440 in Appendix B) by the total number of accidents (109). The result is the average arrival 
time. 
As seen in Appendix B, this model tells us that the emergency facilities should be 
located at (3,4) and (3. 8). and vvirh these locations w’e can expect an average arrival time 
to the nearest corner of an emergency of 29.5 sec. One surprising consequence of this 
result is that when the plan is implemented in the real world. minimal emergency routes 
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can be found which avoid the obstacles. (A minimal emergency route is a route which 
takes the least time from the closest facility. See Appendix D.) Any model which takes 
the obstacles into account would not add time to this optimal pair, although several other 
pairs might have increased response times. Thus in this case, the simpler model gives a 
result that makes a more complicated model unnecessary! 
DESIGN OF MODEL II 
While keeping the same general assumptions, we now assume in Model II that the 
accidents in a given square block are uniformly distributed along the streets bordering 
the block. Since we are still assuming that emergency facilities will be located at the 
corners only, we follow the same basic procedures as in Model I, except that now we 
will be computing the distance to an emergency site and the probability that an emergency 
occurs at that site differently. 
Rather than considering every point on the township streets as a possible emergency 
site, we treat the problem as if all the emergencies on a given street segment occur at a 
single point whose distance from a corner is equal to the average distance of the real 
emergency sites from the corner. Since we are assuming a uniform distribution, this point 
will always be the midpoint of the street segment. 
Since we consider the emergencies to occur at points on the streets, we may use a 
simplified coding scheme to calculate the distances in our program. Specifically, we no 
longer need to subtract the 17.5 set because the trips can be made entirely via the streets. 
However, now we need two loops, one to compute distances to emergency sites on N- 
S streets, and one to compute those on E-N streets. 
The probability of an emergency occurring on a given street segment is determined by 
the number of accidents on the square blocks on either side of the segment. Since the 
emergencies are uniformly distributed around the borders of the squares, each square 
contributes one quarter of its accidents to each of the four sides. Hence, the probability 
of an emergency occurring on a given street segment is equal to one quarter of the accidents 
reported in 1985 on one adjacent block plus one quarter of the accidents on the other 
adjacent block, this sum then being divided by 109. (Although, again, as in Model 1 we 
do not divide by 109 until line 440 of the program.) 
As the computer results show (Appendix Cl, this second model gives the same location 
result as the first. An “obstacle model” once again is unnecessary for the same reasons 
as in Model I. The arrival time in Model II is greater by 17.5 set, but this is to be expected 
under the conditions of the model since in Model II the vehicle travels closer to the actual 
emergency site. 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE MODELS 
The fundamental assumption is that the data from 1985 are representative of the dis- 
tribution of emergencies throughout the city. Such a limited amount of data does not allow 
us to draw anything more than tentative conclusions. Clearly data over several years 
would be much more favorable. We were fortunate in working with the given data to find 
that in both models the obstacles were not significant considerations. Otherwise, more 
complicated models, taking into account detours around the obstacles, would have to be 
developed. 
The assumption that turning time is negligible is not a potential source of great error. 
As seen in Appendix D, under Model I, routes contain at most one turn, regardless of 
obstacles. For Model II, the obstacles will force two routes to involve two turns, the rest 
having at most one turn. The addition of these turns will not have a significant effect. 
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The assumption of the dispatcher makes it possible to minimize response time when 
two facilities must potentially respond to an emergency. Appendix D contains suggested 
dispatch routes based on each model. 
The fourth assumption is valid provided that there are no major catastrophes which 
might force a facility to respond to an emergency outside its normal dispatch zone. If the 
number of emergencies in the township in one day is modelled by a Poisson process of 
intensity 1091365, then we would expect that the probability of more than one accident 
occurring in a single day to be less than 3.7%. Thus two emergency vehicles of each type 
at each facility appear to be adequate. 
The last major assumption placed the facilities in intersections, which provided flex- 
ibility in responding to emergencies in any direction. Shifting the facilities away from 
corners would introduce more turns, doubling back. and heightened obstruction by the 
obstacles. Furthermore, our plan permits a facility to be constructed on any block adjacent 
to the corners (3, 8) and (3, 4), thereby allowing greater flexibility in location. 
The only differing assumptions in the two models involve the distribution of emergen- 
cies along the blocks. With this consideration in mind. Model II is superior in that it more 
closely reflects the actual arrival point of the vehicles. since a rescue vehicle in reality 
will not settle for the “nearest corner.” Furthermore. the second model provides a better 
distribution of demand for services because rather than considering the blocks in isolation, 
probabilities are computed as a function of adjacent blocks. 
CONCLUSION 
Thus, careful analysis of the data through two models, under the general assumptions 
listed previously, leads to identical solutions. The optimal locations for two emergency 
facilities are at coordinates (3, 4) and (3, 8). 
RESOURCES 
For the project we used an IBM AT running DOS 3.0. and IBM Wordstar. 
APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
600 %ICREEN HARDY et ul 
320 NEXT EY 
53<:> IF DTOT,.DALL ANC DALL ..a THEN IGOTO 3’30 
331 DALL’=DALL 
77 -, Iti_ mINHlX?=MINHlX 
??? _I.,4 MINH1YI=MIilH1‘~ 
334, ~IN~x~=~INH~X 
335 NINhLYL=MINH’Y 
310 DALL=DTOT 
35+ MINHlX=HlX 
360 MINHiY=HlY 
379 flINHTX=HTX 
331:r MINHLY=HLY 
3’jl:r NEXT HZX 
q,,:, NEXT HTY 
4 1 0 NEXT HlX 
-120 NEXT Hl‘( 
425 LFFINT:LPFINT:LPRINT:LFF:INT 
430 LF’F:INT USINli ” TIlc ~optin~ai locat 1ot>s for the hospitals arc I.##.,##..! atld I##. 
,##. I.“;MINH1X,MINHlY,MINH~X,MINH~Y 
435 LF’FINT 
441:) LFF:INT USING “Thr avaragc respo,lsr t i we 1 s X##. U sacxds. ” ; DALL/ lP3 
441 LF’F:INT:LF’F:INT:LPF:INT: 
442 LF’F:INT USING “TIlc next rw>st -opt ~rual lccat ic’ns afb 1 ##. ,##. :) at>d C##. , ##. > . “; 
MINH1X2,MINH1’~2,MINH~X~,MINH~Y~ 
443 LFRINT 
43-b LF’FIFJT USING “TIT+ avrragr r-rspm>nse tln,a for tills *ronib1r?at1’>n 15 #II#.# srcorld 
5. “;DALLT:lr:~‘3 
450 END 
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FOF’ HZ-=HiY TO 11:) 
FOF: tiLX=O TO 5 
DTOT=Q 
FOF: EX=.5 TO 4.5 STEP 1 
D~=AHSIH~X-EX’P C’I:r+ASSIHlY-EY 1 t.15 
DT-ASS I.H”‘X-EX ) t’l_ cS+ASS ( HIY-EY J t 15 
IF Dl:DZ THEN OflIN=Ol ELSE OMIN=D’ 
IF EY4 THEN EYY=ll:l ELSE EYY=EY-1 
DTOT=DTOT+DMIN.~c.WCEX-.5,EY,+WCEX-.;,EYY, J/4 
NEXT EX 
NEXT EY 
Dl-ABStHlX-EX) C”O+ABSIHlY-EYl k15 
D”=ABSIH”‘X-EX,‘t~‘O+ASS[H-Y-EYltl5 
IF Dl”D2 THEN DMIN=Df ELSE SMIN=DT 
IF EX=0 THEN EXX=J ELSE EXX=EX-1 
DTOT=OTOT+OrlINt~:W~.EX,FY-.SI+WLEXX,EY-.51 !.‘A 
NEXT EX 
NEXT EY 
IF DTOT:DALL AND DAILL.. 15 THEN iGOT 3’311 
DALLT’=DALL 
MINHlX’=MINHlX 
MINHtY~=MINHlY 
MINH=X’=MINH’X 
MINH’YT--tlINHTY 
DALL=DTOT 
MINHlX=HlX 
MINHlY=HlY 
MINHTX=HTX 
MINHLY=HLY 
NEXT H2X 
NEXT HTY 
NEXT HlX 
NEXT HlY 
LFF’INT:LF’F:INT:LF’F:INT:LF’PINT 
LFF’INT USINs; “The. ,mpt1,,ml locatIn,,s far the t>.:,sp‘tals ar* I##. ,#X. 1 and ‘#1. 
:~.“;MINH1X,~INH1Y,MINH~~X,PlINH~Y 
435 LF’F:INT 
c 
Model I 
The above maps indicate suggested dispatch routes determined by each model. In the map for 
Model I the arrows point to the emergency site from the corner nearest the emergency facility. In 
both maps, the best path can be found by tracing back from the emergency site along the bold lines 
to the facility (the squares). 
It can easily be seen that the paths are not affected by the obstacles under Model I. The two 
paths altered by obstacles in Model II are indicated by the thin lines. 
